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Crappie Clubs....36

Opening Cast
 Happy New Crappie Years 
everyone!!!  What is your crappie 
New Year’s resolution?  Mine is to 
exceed my big Crappie of 2015, a 
whopping 3.19, grow the sport for all 
by spreading knowledge and enjoy 
every day fishing that I can. 
 The  past five years  I’ve focused 
upon crappie fishing. During these 
five years the “sport” and sharing of 
knowledge has grown beyond my expectations. Many 
avenues now exist for anyone wishing to obtain crappie 
fishing knowledge and compete on a national level 
as well in numerous large crappie clubs and regional 
tournaments. Web based digital magazines; social media 
via Facebook, Twitter, and You Tube are at everyone’s 
fingertips.  Printed books, eBooks, eblasts, newsletters, 
etc. exist to provide the knowledge to fish like the pros.
 Our CrappieNow vision and continued goal is to 
produce a quality crappie resource for you, the reader. 
This quality is attained by keeping the best writers, 
sources of information, and usability simple. Awards from 
national writer and publicist associations are testimonies 
to the quality, however, in the end it is in the usefulness 
and applicability you attain from what we publish. Please 
feel free to contact us concerning future content articles.
 Sharing ideas, fishing techniques and new 
innovations have fostered the growth and availability of 
new products to enhance our fish catching performance 
both in numbers and size of fish. Close held secrets in 
one part of the country work very well anywhere with very 
minor adjustments. Now more than ever, we can have 
the expectation that a new record crappie can become a 
reality.
 Crappie fishing is a great family outdoor sport. 
Watching a son, daughter or grandchildren catch a fish 
of their lifetime will never be forgotten. New legends can 
be born each day while experiencing the great outdoors 
in all its beauty.
 I live to see each and every beautiful sunrise and 
sunset. It is God’s way to introduce new life and closure 
to each and every day. Together, lets make 2016 the 
best year yet.

Dan Dannenmueller,
Publisher

WRITERS

Photo Contest....38



Fishing the Right Spots

 Finding the right fishing spots 
is what separates most fishermen. 
When fish are in a neutral feeding 
mood, fishermen putting the bait in 
the right spots are the ones who will 
end the day with a better stringer of 
crappie. 
 Who better to ask about this 
than tournament fishermen who 
travel to new lakes around the 
country and face many different 
fishing situations? Their insight to 
forming a game plan can help you 
at your local lake or when you travel 
to a different lake.

 Pre-Trip Info
 One of the best ways to know 
where to fish is to have a buddy 
who is fishing the lake. Whether a 
fisherman is going to a new lake, 
or, he hasn’t been to his local lake 
in months, current information you 
can trust is important. A fishing 
buddy can fill you in on details and 
save many wasted hours searching 
for fish. 
 The next choice is to find fishing 
reports; usually from searching the 
internet. The information is only as 
good as the source. If a bait shop 
owner says the crappie are hitting 
black-red jigs, it could be that he 
has a big stock of that color that he 
can’t sell. Or, the crappie are hitting 
best in the area of the lake nearest 
his shop. Hopefully this isn’t the 
case but it happens. It boils down 
to some fishing reports are accurate and 
some aren’t. When several sources report 
the same information the chances are good 

the information is correct.
 A third way is to ask fishermen at the 
ramps for tips. If non-invasive questions are 
asked you can get some good help. Good 
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To catch crappie, Ronnie Capps says, “A weekend 
fisherman should learn how to use a map and 

his electronics. Spend some time with it. It’s your 
underwater eyes and the key to success.”
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questions are (1) How deep are the crappie, 
(2) What general areas should I look? Never 
ask him where he caught his fish! 
 2008 Classic Champ Mike Parrott 
agrees that fish reports are important and 
he always gets as much information as 
possible before going, especially when 
he is fishing a tournament at a new lake. 
“However, it takes a lot of hard work and 
hours of fishing, too. When you get to a 
lake it’s best to keep an open mind. I still 
use a paper map to study. You can pick out 
places to fish based upon information you 
get ahead of fish. But, if those don’t work 
keep an open mind and don’t overlook spots 
just because you don’t think fish should be 
there.”

Forming a Game Plan – part 1
 You have information you’ve gathered 
before hitting the lake. You know where fish 

are suppose to be located. Use your map 
to pick specific spots to fish. For example, 
fish are on creek channel ledges 15 to 18 
feet deep. Look at your map. Pick a couple 
of spots on a creek channel. Maybe choose 
a bend, an intersection and a stretch where 
the map shows stumps along the edge, all 
in the 15 to 18 foot depth range. 
 Get to the first spot and use your 
electronics. Seven-time classic champ 
Ronnie Capps says, “A weekend fisherman 
should learn how to use a map and his 
electronics. Spend some time with it. It’s your 
underwater eyes and the key to success.”
 Electronics will show you differences 
in contours, cover and fish. Pick a good area 
along the channel, toss a marker buoy and 
test-fish the first spot. If you immediately 
catch fish that’s great. If not, before picking 
up the marker and leaving, fish deeper 
water and up shallower in case the fish have 
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changed depths.
 Fish at least two more spots along 
the creek channel to give it a good try. 
While test-fishing you’ll also be trying some 
different depths. 
 It’s time to change plans if you don’t 
find active fish after four or five spots. You 
can’t keep fishing the same type spots 
and expect different results. Choose some 
different structures, areas and depths.
 The right technique can vary for different 
lakes, spots and personal preference. If you 
like to cast and can catch fish that way it’s 
great. However, the majority of tournament 
fishermen agree that slow trolling is a huge 
advantage that should be included in your 
game plan.
 “The best all-around technique is slow 
trolling. It works all year and at most of the 
lake around the country. More baits in the 
water and precision control with the trolling 
motor are what a fisherman needs to learn 
if he want’s to catch more fish.”

Game Plan – part 2
 You’ve spent a day or two fishing and 
it’s time for a revised game plan.

 Roger Gant and his brother won the 
2011 Crappie Masters Classic. He says, 
“Start by learning as much as you can 
about the lake and then spend a lot of time 
fishing. You can’t replace time on the water. 
Use what you learned to form a game plan 
especially if looking to catch bigger fish.”
 Ronnie Capps says, “In a tournament 
we have to decide which spots we are 
going to fish and for how long. A game plan 
may change if we are catching fish but we 
usually stick close to our plan. A weekend 
fisherman doesn’t have to be in a rush 
but he would probably catch more fish by 
following the same strategy. It would force 
the prime spots in an area to be fished in a 
timely manner. The time restriction will force 
a move that otherwise might not happen. To 
move you have to think about another spot, 
get all your poles in, put on life jackets, 
make your move, re-biat and place all your 

Having a game plan allows fishermen to 
try different structures and depths to learn 
what the crappie are doing. Slow trolling is 
a great all-year technique for searching and 

catching.



poles. It’s work so without a game plan we 
can get lazy and stay in a spot too long. A 
key for a weekend fisherman is to maximize 
your time while on the lake.”

Final Comments
 Finding and fishing the right seasonal 
structure is an important key element to 
fishing success. Electronics plays a much 
bigger role for tournament fishermen, but 
it should be a big part of weekend fishing, 
too. Tournament fishermen often catch 
more fish because they don’t waste time 
fishing as many dead spots. They play the 
odds by forming a game plan based upon 
experience, seasonal fish movements and 
pre-trip information they gather. Once they 

spend time on the water using electronics 
and test-fishing different spots. Weekend 
fishermen can do the same thing.
 A game plan isn’t something 
complicated so everyone should have one. 
Plan your trip based upon current fishing 
reports and experience. Several spots are 
fished. One of two situations will evolve: 
(1) you won’t catch fish so revisions to 
the game plan will be made to test other 
structures and depths; (2) if fish are caught, 
the pattern learned can be used to catch 
other fish on similar structures with the 
same presentation. 

Fishing the Right Spots
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Studying electronics is a necessity to gain 
maximum knowledge of what is going on 

under the surface. Finding the right structure, 
cover and fish creates high-potential fishing 

situations.

- Tim Huffman



 It’s no secret. Big water grows 
big crappies. Large, deep lakes have an 
abundance of forage and more places for 
crappies to hide, feed and grow. Find a big 
lake with relatively low angling pressure 
and you’ve set the stage for potentially epic 
crappie fishing.
 But, you’ve got to find them before 
you can catch them. Anglers who do a little 
research, drill enough holes, stay mobile 
and fish speedy baits will be rewarded with 
success.

Seasonal Crappie Movements
 In smaller, shallower lakes, crappies 
are typically located and caught throughout 
much of the winter season over main-lake 
basins. In large, deep lakes, however, they 
tend to avoid the deepest areas and use 
flats, humps and basins ranging from 20 to 
40 feet deep. But crappies are also notorious 
for suspending. Depending upon conditions, 
they can be found anywhere in the water 
column, creating an additional variable in 
the angling equation.
 As the ice-fishing season nears its end, 
crappies transition from their deepwater 
wintering areas towards shallow bays, 
channels and river mouths in preparation 
for spawning. Depending on where and 
when you fish, concentrations of crappies 
will be present along a relatively straight 
line between these distinct areas. During 
the late-ice period, take a stab at identifying 
some of these likely travel paths between 
wintering areas and spawning areas on a 
map of the lake you plan to fish. Look for 
potential staging locations where cover, 
structure or current variations are present 
along those paths.

Drill ‘em Out
 Once you’ve identified attractive areas, 

gas up the auger and get to work. Use your 
GPS to confirm your location on the ice, 
and pick a variety of sweet spots over the 
particular structure you plan to fish.  
 A larger fishing party is beneficial 
because you can share the work of drilling 
holes and checking them for fish with sonar. 
Once you mark fish, take the time to drill 
more holes. It’ll save you time in the long 
run as you’ll waste less time fishing an 
unproductive hole when an entire school 
may be located just 10 or 15 feet away.  

Mobility is Key
 Once the crappies are located, hole 
hopping is the key to keeping busy catching 
them.  
 “Here on Lake of the Woods, the guys 
who are willing to leave the comfort of their 
fish houses and use their electronics to fish 
from hole to hole are the ones who catch 
the most crappies,” says Lake of the Woods 
Minnesota Tourism director and avid angler, 
Joe Henry.  
 “The best crappie anglers won’t waste 
time fishing a hole that doesn’t produce a 
mark on their flasher. They’ll keep moving—
drilling more holes if necessary—until they 
get a sonar return,” he continues. “Then 
they’ll drop down, catch a fish or two and 
move on once the action slows.”
 Effective as it may be, hole hopping 
requires some specialized gear – especially 
at the very top of the continental United 
States on Lake of the Woods, where daytime 
temperatures can often remain below zero. 
Quality boots and outerwear are a must. 
A piece of gear like Frabill’s Tackle Pack-
Hand Muff is also indispensable, keeping 
tackle organized and at the ready, while also 
serving as a vital and cozy refuge for off-
duty hands.
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by Josh Lantz
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Crappies aren’t necessarily hard to catch, but 
they can be challenging to locate on vast waters 

like Minnesota’s Lake of the Woods.  Dan 
Stefanich photo.

by Josh Lantz
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Fish Fast
 Crappies display a variety of moods, 
and their responsiveness to various 
presentations can change throughout 
the day – often rapidly. Anglers should be 
prepared with a variety of offerings, from 
small tungsten jigs tipped with thin plastics 
to relatively large jigging spoons. 
“When crappies are aggressive, it’s hard to 
beat a Slender Spoon or a Buckshot Rattle 
Spoon tipped with a minnow head or tail,” 
says Henry, who prefers variations of gold 
and glow red for Lake of the Woods’ stained 
waters. 
 When a fish is showing on sonar, Henry 
advises stopping the spoon 4 to 5 feet above 
it and slowly working it down if necessary. “A 
lot of times you’ll see the fish begin drifting 
up towards your bait immediately,” Henry 
says. “If they do that, I’ll slowly raise the 
spoon while twitching it ever so slightly and 

make them chase it… Once you get them 
moving, they’ll usually charge it.”
 Aside from a jigging spoon’s larger 
profile, Henry prefers them for another 
reason. “Spoons fish heavy,” he says, 
referring to their ability to punch through a 
slushy hole and get back down to other fish 
quickly once one has been caught. “If you’re 
marking a fish down there, a spoon is going 
to get down to it quickly… hopefully before it 
leaves.”
 Crappies aren’t usually too difficult 
to catch. But they can be hard to locate, 

Hop, Drop & Troll

Jigging spoons are a great choice for 
targeting crappies in most situations.  This 

one fell for a Custom Jigs and Spins Slender 
Spoon in Gold/Glow.  Dan Stefanich Photo.



especially on a vast piece of water. Do 
your homework ahead of time, be willing 
to drill a lot of holes, fish fast and move if 
necessary. Some call it ice trolling because 
of the amount of water one can cover this 
way in a single day. Of course, if you really 
want to tip the odds in your favor, consider 
hiring a guide or consider fishing out of a full-
service lodge. This is especially beneficial for 
southern anglers who want to journey north 
to experience great ice fishing, but who may 
not own ice fishing gear. 

Trophy Waters
 At over one million acres, Lake of the 
Woods, Minnesota is a prolific fishery. Best 
known for its walleye, sauger, yellow perch 
and northern pike – all of which can be 
caught in great numbers all winter long from 
the comfort of countless heated ice houses 
placed and maintained by a number of full-
service lodges – Lake of the Woods is also 
one of North America’s best trophy crappie 
fisheries.
 Crappie fishing at Lake of the Woods, 
however, takes a bit more work and planning. 
Some of the best crappie fishing on the lake 
takes place around the Northwest Angle, a 
thin strip of U.S. land and water extending 
north into Canada.
“Crappie anglers interested in coming to Lake 
of the Woods should consider staying at one 
of the lodges up at the Northwest Angle,” 
says Henry.  
 There are several lodges to choose 
from, and any of them will work with you to 
meet your specific angling objectives.  Most 
use classic and reliable Bombardier track 
vehicles to transport their customers. It’s 
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Hop, Drop & Troll



a unique experience that adds value to an 
already exceptional fishing trip.  “They’ll get 
you comfortably to and from the best bites, 
which may be in Minnesota or Canadian 
waters,” continues Henry.  
 Sliding up into Canada is a relatively easy 
option for anyone traveling to the Northwest 
Angle.  Canadian fishing licenses are easy to 
obtain at your lodge, and a simple phone call 
to Canadian authorities is all that’s needed to 
gain legal entry for fishing –  for walleye, pike, 
muskie, perch or, of course, slab Canadian 
crappies.
 Ice fishing for crappies typically starts in 
early December and extends into April at Lake 
of the Woods. For more information, call Joe 
Henry at Lake of the Woods Tourism at 800-382-
FISH (3474), email info@lakeofthewoodsmn.
com, or visit www.lakeofthewoodsmn.com. 
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Hop, Drop & Troll

- By Josh Lantz

Cool gear that’s catching!
Mr. Crappie Premium Line

  Low memory; high abrasion resistance

  Special softeners for superb performance

  HiVis, Camo and Clear - 4, 6, 8 and 10 lb.

  Available in Mega Spool and Mega Bulk

Mr. Crappie Spinning Reels

  Strong graphite body and rotor

  Double anodized aluminum spool

  Zero Reverse one-way clutch

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Spinning Combo

  Smooth 2-ball bearing system

  Thin, compact gear box

  Pre-spooled with Mr. Crappie HiVis line

  Graphite composite rods with split grip handle

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Rods

  Premium graphite blanks     Lightweight EVA grips     Aluminum oxide guides

www.mrcrappie.com
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 I f you are a diehard crappie angler, 
I can probably tell you three things about 
yourself even though we have not met or 
had previous discussions. First, you place 
deep-fried crappie at the top of culinary 
delights. Second, you are a reader of 
the CrappieNow – the #1 online crappie 
fishing magazine. Third, you watch 
BrushPile Fishing on television or on the 
web!  (If you don’t, then you should!)

 The host of Brushpile Fishing is Russ 
Bailey of Saint Marys, Ohio. Bailey is a 
longtime crappie angler with impressive 
credentials, including a very successful 
pro crappie tournament career. Many 

By Darl Black

Russ Bailey and Dale Black taping a 
segment of Brushpile Fishing show on 
Pymatuning Lake on PA/OH border.
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Creating Your Favorite TV Show

believe that Russ was actually born with 
a dippin’ pole in his hand.
 “Several years ago I started to get 
burned out with all the traveling involved 
in tournament circuits,” Bailey explains. “I 
was contacted by a few sponsors about 
doing a show which resulted in several 
year run of Midwest Crappie TV and how-
to videos. Then last year, I was contacted 
by L.J. Jellison of NK Telco about hosting 
a new show called Brushpile Fishing. We 
had a few meetings to discuss concepts, 
and the show was born!” 
 Show producer Jellison reviews a list 
of guides and tournament pros provided 
by Bailey to serve as potential weekly 
co-hosts. Then together they narrow the 
options. “We try to pick different lakes 
and as many patterns/techniques that 
have wide appeal to fishermen and can 
be handled in a season. L.J. makes the 

final cut then works out the logistics of 
travel and so forth,” explains Bailey.
Last spring I had an opportunity to visit 
an on-the-water taping of a Brushpile 
Crappie episode when the production 
team spent a day on Pymatuning Lake 
with Gamma Line president Dale Black 
of Oil City, Pennsylvania. Situated on the 
PA/OH border, 16,000-acre Pymatuning 
is recognized as one of the country’s 
premier northern fishing lakes.
 I arrived mid-morning just as they 
were abandoning the planned technique 
of dipping pads. The mid-May timing 
was right, but the lake level was lower 
than previous springs so therefore black 
crappies had not moved into the pad beds 
to spawn as anticipated.
 As I climbed into the camera boat, 
Jellison hurriedly explains that earlier in 
the morning he had become concerned 
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10/30-31/15 Fall
11/28/15 Fall
Tentative TBA 2016
01/28-29/16
02/27/16
Tentative TBA 2016
03/11-12/16
03/18-19/16
03/25-26/16
04/02/16
04/08-09/16
04/15-16/16
04/23/16
04/29-30/16
05/14/16
TBA
TBA

Lake Cumberland, KY
Cresnt/Dead Lakes, FL
Cresnt/Dead Lakes, FL
Lake Talquin, FL
Lake Logan Martin, AL
Clarks Hill Lake, GA
Weiss Lake, AL
Lake of Egypt, IL
Old Hickory Lake, TN
Cherokee Lake, TN
Lake Cumberland, KY
Grand Lk St. Marys, OH
Cave Run, KY
Green River Lake, KY
Patoka Lake, IN
Mississinewa Lake, IN
Lake Shelbyville, IL www.crappieusa.com

2016
Schedule of Events

Crappie USA
125 Ruth Ave.

Benton, KY 42025
270-395-4204

Kentucky Barkley Lakes, Paris, TN 
October 28 & 29, 2016

Hosted by Henry County Alliance
visit: www.RetireParis.com

2016 Crappie USA Classic

Creating Your Favorite TV Show
about getting enough 
material for a program 
when the pad bite fell 
through…until Russ and 
Dale came up with an 
alternative cover location 
and technique. “You know 
you have the right people 
in place when the initial 
plan does not pan out, but 
the host and guest have 
the experience to make 
an alternate plan on the 
fly,” says L.J.
 Jellison went on 
to explain about the 
crew and equipment. “In field we have 
two camera operators. One of the two-
person crew fulfills the role of director, 
making sure all the necessary footage is 
accumulated. We use two full-size video 
cameras, one or two Go Pros plus a drone 

for aerial footage.”
 According to Jellison, the most 
challenging issue of filming on the water 

Editing the good stuff!
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There is more to making a TV show than 
just catching fish on camera.

is maintaining a good clean shot. “Usually 
we have Russ and the guest co-host in 
one boat and a secondary boat for at least 
one camera operator. With both boats in 
motion, it is hard to continuously keep 
both hosts in frame throughout, and when 
they are fishing you never know when the 
strike will occur. The wind is a secondary 
thorn in our sides when it comes to both 
audio recording and boat placement.”
 Russ says that normally it takes 
about 6 hours in the field – or rather on-
the-water – to have enough material for 
a show. However, sometimes the fish are 
so cooperative it only takes two hours.  
“And sometimes the fish just don’t want to 
cooperate, and it can take from sunup to 
sundown! Unfortunately, there have been 



a few times we just could not get it done!” 
admits Bailey.
 But when a show does not happen, 
it is lack of fish cooperation that gums up 
the works. Bailey says guests are real 
troopers, recalling one taping in South 
Carolina with Whitey Outlaw. “The night 
before the planned shoot, Whitey was sick 
and could not speak. I thought we were 
sunk. But Whitey took cough medicine 
and braved the cold windy weather…and 
we got the show done!” 
 Jellison recalls a memorable incident 
in the field as well. “We were filming a 
show on Lake Loramie in Ohio. We needed 
one camera operator in the water to get a 
good shot of the hosts’ faces. The co-host 
told us the water was only a couple feet 

deep. Well, he didn’t take into account the 
two feet plus of mud bottom that sucked 
the operator down and filled his waders 
with water! But we got the shot!”
 Once the field work is done, Jellison 
averages 20 hours of studio time to 
produce one 1/2 hour program. “Frist 
we cut the raw footage into usable clips. 
Then we go through another cut process 
of fine tuning and start layering camera 
shots and establish smaller sequences. 
Next in the studio we do cut aways and 
gear checks with Russ’s assistance, and 
insert them into the episode. Then we 
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Up in the sky! Is it a bird, a plane? No it’s 
the camera drone hovering above.
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- By Darl Black

add graphics and additional on screen tips 
& info. The final trim is for timing. Next the 
audio is sent out to be mastered. Then we 
take the finished audio and reconnect it to 
the sequence. With a final review, the show 
is ready for delivery.” 
 It’s always an adventure to get a 
show out to viewers but certainly worth 
the effort concedes Bailey. “No matter how 
good a fisherman we tape, or how good 
the fishing has been, the fish still control 
things! The best part of the show for me 
has been the great friendships I’ve made 
across the country, and the fact that after 
all these years I’m still learning new things. 
We hope the viewers are learning as well.”
 If Brushpile Crappie is not 
currently on your local TV channels, 
you can view previous episodes at  
www.nkt.tv/all-channels/brushpile-fish. 



HOW TO?

Crappie NOW How To January 
Slabs
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HOW TO?

BnM How To Double Minnow 
Rigging

Whitey Outlaw DOUBLE DUTYSam Heaton’s 7-Foot Super-Sensitive
Get back to “Fishing The Basics” with Whitey Outlaw.  This Medium-
Action rod is for big heavy hybrid bream, monster shellcrackers & any
size crappie.  It’s perfectly balanced with a comfortable foam handle 
for all-day fishing - no reel needed!  It features a tough & lightweight
Graphite Blank, and one tip eyelet, with one reinforced Tie Down Guide.

The SHSS72n is a spinning rod with the same sensitivity and feel of the
jig pole series.  Improvements include Dyna-Flo guides for smooth line

retrieval,and a cork knob handle for outstanding balance and feel. 
Historically one of the most popular rods on the water, the SHSS72n is

still supple, strong and sensitive.

Get back to “Fishing The Basics” with Whitey Outlaw.  This Medium-
Action rod is for big heavy hybrid bream, monster shellcrackers & any
size crappie.  It’s perfectly balanced with a comfortable foam handle 
for all-day fishing - no reel needed!  It features a tough & lightweight
Graphite Blank, and one tip eyelet, with one reinforced Tie Down Guide.

The SHSS72n is a spinning rod with the same sensitivity and feel of the
jig pole series.  Improvements include Dyna-Flo guides for smooth line

retrieval,and a cork knob handle for outstanding balance and feel. 
Historically one of the most popular rods on the water, the SHSS72n is

still supple, strong and sensitive.

BNM POLE COMPANY  •  P.O. BOX 231, WEST POINT, MS 39773
WWW.BNMPOLES.COM  •  800-647-6363  •  WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BNMPOLESFISHING

Go Fishing With The B’n’M Pros.
BnM_HPageCNOW2015_Layout 1  11/10/14  2:39 PM  Page 1



 There are some things that just don’t 
go together — or so many folks once thought. 
While history doesn’t really record it, there was 
early opposition to the combination of peanut 

butter and chocolate, but now where would be 
without Reese Pieces?
Then, on a biological level, there’s the 
hybridizing mixture of a muskellunge with a 
northern pike to create the tiger muskie, or 
a striper and white bass to Frankenstein the 
aggressive “wiper,” or a donkey with a horse to 
make a mule.

 While you might not remember it, there 
was once a lot of opposition when some 
morning breakfasters added milk to their coffee. 
Scandalous. 
 Now there’s the odd combination of party 

boats and crappie fishing. Yes, crappie fishing 
on a party boat. How in this tournament world, 
where one or two anglers sit in the bow and 

On the Good Ship Lollipop, anglers fishing 
Lake Moultrie at “Santee Cooper” show off 

a terrific catch of winter crappie.
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plumb for crappie, are we 
supposed to accept that 
a boat load of people can 
fish for our favored fish.
 Just for the record a 
“party boat” is not the kind 
of craft where one breaks 
out the Dewar’s and gets to 
sloshing with the sloshing. 
A party boat, for the 
uninitiated, is a boat where 
a substantial number of 
people get together and 
fish. 
 I’ve been on party 
boats fishing for ocean 
dwellers off the Jersey 
and Florida coasts, and 
even for yellow perch on 
the inland sea of Lake 
Erie. But never, until last 
year, had I been on a party boat on the dual 
waters of Santee Cooper, South Carolina. And 
absolutely never had I fished for crappie on a 
party boat excursion. 
 That all changed when I accompanied 
Kevin Davis, and a half dozen other folks on 
board Davis 34-foot pontoon boat powered by 
a 225HP Yamie. 
 “This boat,” said Davis, owner of Black’s 
Camp, is made for rough water.”
 And a good thing too because Lake 
Moultrie, the “lower lake” of the Santee Cooper’s 
pair of lakes, is big water that can get uppity on 
windy days. And no one wants to experience a 
puking party on a party boat, I’m sure.
 As it was, we enjoyed a fairly calm day 
in early winter and to the party’s pleasant 
surprise, the crappie came up like falling leaves 
in reverse. 
 If you’ve never fished shoulder-to-
shoulder with fellow crappie anglers, this is a 
thing to try. With eight to ten foot rods to your 

right and left, you tend to not only watch your 
own for the tell-tale twitch, but your neighbors 
and their neighbors as well.
 “Hey, so-and-so, you’re getting a bite.” 
 On a pontoon boat fishing for crappie 
you get to stand and lean against a rail or the 
aluminum sides. That in itself is unusual. Add 
the fact all these rods are slanting over the rail, 
pointing down to the water like a teacher at an 
empty blackboard, well the picture is definitely 
different. And then when two or three crappie 
come up over the rail at the same time, I mean 
how much different can you get? This crappie 
fishing is not according to Hoyle. But it is very 
effective. 
 What makes this party boat experience 

Kevin Davis, owner of Blacks Camp 
in Cross, S.C., scans the sonars on his 
pontoon boat to help locate the brush 
piles he’s laid for crappie fishing on Lake 

Moultrie.
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so successful is Davis’ secret. Out on Lake 
Moultrie, he has placed brush piles, or cribs, 
and only Davis, or the people who work for 
him, knows where they are.
 The real key to the secret is that the piles 
are placed in the ditches, or fingers, that run 
around Moultrie and the crappie travel up and 
down the ditches from pile to pile. The piles are 
placed in water depths from 10 to 40 feet. With 
this range, they can appeal to traveling crappie 
schools across a span of water temperatures 
and seasons.
 While the location of Davis’ brush piles 
are a closely held secret, you can set a brush 
pile anywhere the law allows and then, you too 
can take folks out on your pontoon boat and 
have a party.
 What isn’t a secret is how well Davis 
tends his brush piles making it possible for the 
party to catch a boat load of crappie. Overall, 
the brush piles are four times the size of his 
boat, he told me, and his 34-foot boat is nine 

feet wide. Must be a heck of a party just setting 
all the brush down.
 Davis refreshes his brush piles every 
winter or else they would collapse and loose 
their effectiveness. “We sweeten them up,” he 
says with a party smile. 
 The base of the pile is constructed of 
concrete blocks tied together with galvanized 
electric fence wire — “which seems to last 
forever.”
The brush itself is a combination of wax myrtle 
and various hardwoods. “It last long and jigs 
comes out easier,” said Davis.
 When the crappie bite is strong, feeding 
fish will often be on the peak of the brush piles. 

Planning pays off as Kevin Davis holds 
a pair of crown-size crappie caught by a 
handful of anglers aboard his pontoon boat 
on Lake Moultrie while fishing his “secret” 

brush piles.
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Often, said Davis, the crappie feeding on the 
top will excite the fish that are further down and 
around the pile. When this happens, crappie 
fishing can be a really hot party.
  In the cold weather and water we faced 
this winter day, the fish were down off the 
side of the brush, but fortunately they were 
aggressively hitting.
 If you got out with Davis, you don’t even 
need equipment. He has enough eight-to-ten 
foot B’nM rods for everyone and he prefers that 
you use his stuff because the rods are specially 
rigged. 
 The spinning reels are equipped were 
lines of 10-pound braid prefaced with a three-
or four-foot leader of 6 pound fluorocarbon. 
The two lines are tied with an Albright knot.
 On this winter day we were fishing in 25 
to 35 feet of water and the braided line was 
important for its no-stretch characteristic.
 To get out baits down, the line were rigged 
with one or two 1/8 crimp on bullet weights. 
When two weights were needed the conical-
shaped weights were placed back to back, 
broad bottom against broad bottom. As they 
were crimp-ons, it was easy to add or subtract 
the weights so the bait could reach bottom.
 The bait of choice was a “baby” shiner. 
The shiner got to the bottom on the back of 
a round-head jig with a contrasting soft-plastic 
tail, a Rockport Rattler
For a time I sat with Davis in the pontoon’s 
wheelhouse. Even in winter it was good to 
have the protection of a sheet of aluminum 
over the roof to reflect away the strong sun. It 
was doubly necessary because Davis has to 
watch his sonar and other devices to exactly 
locate the brush piles in open water. 
 On this day he had to hold the boat steady 
over the intended structures with his controls. 
With the wind and moderate waves it wasn’t 
easy. 
 During all this he orchestrated how you 
should fish — if you wanted to be successful.
 All in the party were instructed to reach 
the proper depth by pulling out line from the 
reel to the first guide. This was our unit of 
measurement. 
 For most of the day, we pulled the line 12 
or 13 times, getting us the proper depth. Davis 

shouted out the number of pulls by studying 
the sonar.
 If you really paid attention, you got 
the idea that the jig and shiner should be in 
a specific area — on, around or above an 
individual brush pile and you’d lower the bait 
accordingly. It may have been a party boat but 
the fishing was taken very seriously.
  Frequently, if the party at your right elbow 
lowered their bait to 14 or 15 pulls, or maybe 
the reverse just 11 pulls, then got a hit, you’d 
ask how many pulls, repeat the procedure and 
be rewarded with a good strike. It seemed that 
if one good crappie was caught at a particular 
area on a brush pile, another fish could also be 
taken close to this spot.
 (Just look at the photos to see the quality 
fish that were caught.)
 Through all this Davis chimed like an 
auctioneer encouraging both the anglers and 
the fish.
 “Fishy, fishy in San-tee
 “Please, please come home with me”
 He chanted.
 If that song, and catching all these 
crappie, doesn’t put you in a party mood, I don’t 
know what would.

FYI
Blacks Camp is located in Cross, South 
Carolina. It includes a motel, marina, restaurant 
and more. For information call 843-753-2231;  
www.blackscamp.com
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 It’s just like mowing 
your lawn.

 Electronics for 
crappie anglers has come 
a long way in the past 
few years. Each new 
generation of electronics 
has something new to offer 
that helps anglers catch 
more fish.
 One of the latest 
advances that will help 
crappie anglers catch more 
fish is in-depth mapping. 
The new electronics can 
start with a standard contour 
map. But with a few passes 
over your favorite fishing 
hole, you have developed 
a new detailed map. 
 Bill Carson, Field 
Marking Manager for 
Humminbird described 
the ease of creating new 
charts. “On the Humminbird 
product line you have the 
opportunity to create in-
depth charts by several 
different methods. It depends on the unit group 
that you are using to create those charts.” 
 Humminbird considers their core product 
line to be all the units from the 1100 series 
down to Helix V. “In our core products you can 
create a chart by simply sticking in a memory 
card,” explained Carson. “The Helix 5 and 7 
requires an SD card or a micro SD card. In 
the 800, 900, 1100 series you just stick in a 
regular SD card.”
 “Next, turn on the record function,” 

continued Carson. “You record the bottom 
by running the boat over the desired area. 
It is much like you were cutting your lawn. 
Then you put the card in your computer and 
utilize Autochart or Autochart Pro to import 

HOW TO?
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The Lowrance unit on his Ranger Boat 
helped Tim Blackley find this nice Reelfoot 
crappie. Finding the drops holds the key to 

catching the crappie.
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the recorded data. Using your computer you 
can transfer the new map data to a Zero Line 
Map Card available from Humminbird. Now 
you have a detailed map of your fishing hole, 
which can be used on the unit you recorded it 
on.” 
 The Zero Line Card provides a chart for 
where the water meets the shore and provides 
the starting point for creating accurate and 
detailed maps even where contour charts 
didn’t exist before. 
 If anglers step up to the ONIX and HELIX 
9, 10 and 12 Series, they have the ability to 
create a chart live as they drive the boat over 

targeted water. “You are doing the same thing 
as before,” explained Carson. “Drive the boat 
in a pattern that simulates mowing your lawn 
without missing any grass. The difference is, 
you can see the amount of coverage as you 
create the chart right there in front of your 
eyes.”
 The process creates an instant chart, 
but it does have limits. “You do have a cap on 
it,” continued Carson. “That cap is 8 hours of 
recording. If you want to do more than 8 hours 
you can pop in a Zero Line SD card, which 
comes with AutoChart Live, and record up to 
17 years of data. If you choose, you never 
have to upload the data for all to see.” 
 One step above AutoChart Live is 
AutoChart Pro. “Using AutoChart Pro 
anglers have the ability to refine the bottom 
composition,” coached Carson. “By that I 
mean hardness. It is going to show you how 

In-depth Mapping
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Spider rigging the contour lines with 
Muddy Water Baits helped Billy Don 
Surface find this nice Florida black 

crappie.
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hard the bottom is. So if you get into an area 
that is a muscle bed, shell bed, oyster bed, 
rock, or other hard bottom, it is going to show 
a really strong return and you can mark the 
edges of that structure while you are looking 
at it on AutoChart Pro.”
 These products are also compatible 
with Internet applications. “Using MapQuest 
anglers are able to see structure from a satellite 
view,” explained Carson. “They can mark the 
appropriate waypoints on their charts. For 
example, suppose you were running through 
a grassy area where there is just a little canal 
that will allow you to go from point A to point B. 
It’s like a little secret path through the woods, 
through a little creek or slough to get into 
another area.”
 “Using MapQuest allows the user to drop 
waypoints on the chart to guide them through. 
Another example would be a shallow sandbar. 
The bar will show up on the satellite view and 
you have the ability to mark the edges of the 
bar. You can even mark a track through a big 
marina. The next time you go through there 
you know exactly where to go, no guessing.”
 B’n’M Poles pro staffer Tim Blackley 
uses advanced mapping on his home waters of 
Realfoot Lake in Tennessee. He has watched 
the progression of sonar capabilities over the 

years. “The first sonar I used was a flasher 
type sonar,” revealed Blackley. “Compared to 
what’s out there today it was like being back in 
dinosaur days. Those old units would pick up 
a signal between the surface and bottom that 
might be a fish.” 
 Back in the day, Blackley also used the 
paper graphs. “The first good sonar I had was 
a Lowrance with a paper feed that showed 
something that looks like the bottom of the 
lake and maybe some fish. It was very crude 
imaging by today’s standard. We used the 2d 
sonar back then to find drop offs and structure 
that might hold fish. It was very hard to read 
and understand.”
 Today’s sonar units reveal much more 
detail and custom mapping tells all. “Now we 
know exactly what we are looking at,” said 
Blackley. “We can tell if it is stumps, brush, or 
stake beds and know how many fish are in it. 
We use Lowrance Downscan and Sidescan 
technology to view the bottom of the lake. It 

“Finding the drops holds 
the key to catching the 

crappie.”



is almost like having a camera looking at the 
bottom.” 
 Coupled with down and side imaging, 
the new mapping technology plays a key roll 
in catching crappie every time Blackley goes 
fishing. “I use Lowrance HDS with Insight 
Genesis Maps and also run mapping by 
Navionics Platinum Lakes Card. They help 
me navigate a new lake and find certain areas 
of the lake for the season that I’m fishing.”
 Insight Genesis software allows Blackley 
to make custom one-foot contour maps of un-
mapped bodies of water. “I will know where 
the lake changes depth, or where a creek 
channel or a river channel is. Just a small 
depth change can be a big factor in catching 
crappie on different lakes.”
“Sometimes contour lines play a major role 
in catching crappie and sometimes they 
don’t,” explained Blackley. “Kentucky Lake for 
example, which I fish a lot, the depths changes 
but more of a gradual slope than Reelfoot. The 

Kentucky Lake crappie often relate to a drop.”
 Blackley gives the example of a flat that 
may be eight feet deep with a sharp drop to 22 
feet. “On your mapping GPS the drop shows 
up as contour lines and crappie often relate or 
live on the drops. Finding the drops holds the 
key to catching the crappie. Without a good 
mapping unit or a good set of maps it could be 
a slow day on the water.”
 Tim Blackley is sponsored by B’n’M 
Poles, Strike King, Ranger Boats, Mercury 
Abernathy Harley Davidson, Driftmaster Rod 
Holders, Vicious Fishing, Simms and Power-
Pole.

In-depth Mapping
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This screen shot from a Humminbird unit 
shows the results of creating a new map 
with new contour lines. Driving the boat 
over an area, just like you were mowing 

your lawn, creates a new and more detailed 
contour map. 
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 Goals for Making Life Go Your Way 
At the turn of each year I l ike to set goals, not New Year resolutions. Goals are 
serious; resolutions are wishes. If I want to change aspects of my life, I have to 
change how I’ve been behaving. Dr. Albert Einstein defined insanity this way: 
doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results. 
 I’m guilty. But when I recognize things aren’t going to my plan; then I do 
something else. It’s l ike not catching crappie in places where I’ve caught’em 
before. I eventually realize I’ve got to move. I need to change places and 
become more diligent looking for other spots with my sonar. Saves time and 
frustration. 
 These are goal-setting steps I learned decades ago and may help you 
reach your goals. First, I made a list a list of 10 things I wanted to have, to be 
and do. I prioritized them 1 through 10 and attacked number one. I wanted to 
change careers to become a full-time outdoor/travel writer. I l isted the baby 
steps I thought it would take to reach my goal. 
 Setting a deadline was especially important. That date looming in the future 
made me work more conscientiously. My deadline was three years for becoming 
a full-time writer, however, it didn’t take as long because I quickly changed from 
less productive steps to doing something else – plus I had some luck. 
 So that’s my New Year ’s tidbit on setting goals and how to achieve’em. I 
thank you for reading these words that are off the topic of cooking, but writers 
l ike to spice things up with a litt le variety once in a while. Now let’s eat! 

Orange Crappie
 4-6 crappie fi l lets 
 Orange juice
 Garlic salt
 All-purpose flour
 Canola oil
 
Mix orange juice and garlic salt. Cover fi l lets with mixture. Cover the fi l lets and 
marinate in ’fridge over night or for about eight hours. Turn fi l lets once during 
marination. Drain juice from fil lets. Coat fi l lets with flour and fry in oil at 365 
degrees until f i l lets flake with the touch of a fork.

Zesty Crappie
 4 5- to 8-ounce fil lets with skin on one side
 1 cup finely chopped onion
 1 cup chopped parsley
 2 tablespoons olive oil, peanut oil or butter
 1 tablespoon finely chopped garlic
 4 cups peeled and chopped fresh tomatoes
 Ground red pepper, to taste
 2 cups burgundy wine
 1 tablespoon soy sauce

Simple Crappie Recipes to Kick Off a Happy 2016
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 Salt and pepper to taste
Place onions and parsley in oil or butter and sauté 3 to 5 minutes. Add garlic, 
tomatoes, red pepper, salt, wine and soy sauce. Cook until the onions are 
translucent, about 10 minutes. Lightly season fil lets with salt and pepper and 
place on medium-hot gril l, f i l let skin side up for 3 minutes. Turn and cook 2 
minutes more. Place in aluminum foil and place in a gril l-safe pan on gril l and 
top with sauce. Close top on gril l and cook 10 minutes. 

Crappie Substitution Trick
  
If your taste in fish is like mine, we prefer crappie over most other fish. However, 
if I only have bass fil lets, here’s what I do to make them taste more like crappie.
 1 1/2 pounds bass fil lets  
 1/4 teaspoon salt
 1/8 teaspoon pepper     
 1/2 cup flour
 2 tablespoons butter
 1 cup sliced fresh mushrooms
 1/4 cup green onions 
 2 tablespoons dry white wine
 1 tablespoon lemon juice
Sprinkle fi l lets with salt and pepper and dredge lightly in flour. Melt about 2 
tablespoons of butter over medium heat. Fry the fi l lets until brown on both sides 
and remove to a plate, keeping them warm. Add more butter to the skillet and 
add mushrooms and green onions. Cook them for about 3 minutes. Stir in the 
wine and lemon juice. Pour this mixture over the fish and serve. Sprinkle extra 
onions over the top.
 
 I wish all a happy and successful New Year!

Happy New Year



       BAYOU STSTE

DECEMBER 5th Lake Claiborne 
1. Bob Gill/Jewell Lites       10.74
2. LD Henry        10.66
3. Terry Richards/Casey Rayner     8.78
4. Sam Roberson       7.03
5. Garry Calloway/Kristy Hutto     5.45
 
BIG FISH  
1. Sam Roberson       1.86
  
       CAT TEXAS 
 
DECEMBER 5th SANDIN/CYPRESS SPRINGS 
1. Chris Scott/Willie Scott      11.51
2. Paul O’Bier/George Nelos      9.94
3. Ken Gaby/Max Jordan      9.91
4. Tommy Ezell/Richie James     9.86
5. Larry Junell/Dustin Junell      9.83
 
BIG FISH  
1. Chris Scott/Willie Scott      2.11
  
       CAROLINA  

DECEMBER 5th WATEREE 
1. Riley/Guest        12.72
2. Knight/Knight        12.63
3. Sprouse/Wilson       12.3
4. Landon/Morrow       12.23
5. Babin/Berry        12.08
 
BIG FISH  
1. Sprouse/Wilson       2.21
2. Knight/Knight & Landon/Morrow     2.18
  
      EAST TENNESSEE
 
DECEMBER 12th CHEROKEE LAKE 
1. Scott Bunch/Neal Alvis      9.09
2. Wayne Darnell        8.12
3. David Jones/Eddie Asher      7.22
4. Matt Xenos/Don Speer      6.19
5. Anthony Tipton/Scott Carmack     5.84
 
BIG FISH  
1. Darren Caughron/Tracy Caughron    1.74
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(Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.)

JAN 2nd  CRAPPIENUTZ   WESPOINT    CLUB
JAN 9th  CAROLINA-CCA   TILLERY    CLUB
JAN 16th  CAT TEXAS    LAKE ‘O OINES   CLUB
JAN 16th  BAYOU STATE   DARBONNE    CLUB
JAN 16th  EAST TENNESSE   DOUGLAS LAKE   CLUB
JAN 16th  WAPPAPELLO   SLABBER DAVES   CLUB
JAN 16th  MAGNOLIA    OKATIBBE LAKE   CLUB
JAN 22nd-23rd CRAPPIE MASTERS  ST JOHNS RIVER  Championship FL ST
JAN 23rd  MIDDLE TENNESSEE  NORMANDY    CLUB
JAN 30th  CRAPPIENUTZ   BLACKSHEAR   CLUB
FEB 6th  CAROLINA-CCA   GREENWOOD   CLUB
FEB 13th  BAYOU STATE   CLAIBORNE    CLUB
FEB 20th  MIDDLE TENNESSEE  WOODS RESERVOIR  CLASSIC
FEB 20th  CAT TEXAS    LAVON    CLUB
FEB 20th  CRAPPIENUTZ   WEST POINT 
FEB 20th  EAST TENNESSE   CHICKAMAUGA LAKE  CLUB
FEB 21th  WAPPAPELLO   SLABBER DAVES   CLUB
FEB 26th-27th CRAPPIE MASTERS  LAKE D’ARBONNE  Championship LA ST
FEB 27th  CRAPPIE USA   LOGAN MARTIN   CLUB
FEB 27th  WEST ALABAMA   LAKE TUSCALOOSA  CLUB
FEB 27th  MAGNOLIA    LAKE WASHINGTON  CLUB
FEB 27th  CRAPPIENUTZ   WESTPOINT    CLUB
MAR 4th-5th CRAPIE USA   CLARKS HILL   SUPER
MAR 4th-5th CRAPPIE MASTERS  GREENWOOD LAKE Championship SC ST
MAR 5th  CAROLINA-CCA   SANTEE    CLUB
MAR 12th  CRAPPIE MASTERS  WASH. LEE    QUALIFIER
MAR 12th  CRAPPIENUTZ   EUFAULA    CLUB
MAR 18th-19th CAROLINA-CCA   WYLIE    CLUB
MAR 19th  CAT TEXAS    PALESTINE    CLUB
MAR 19th  NORTHEAST    OHIO WEST BRANCH  OPEN
MAR 19th  WAPPAPELLO   SLABBER DAVES   CLASSIC
MAR 19th  WEST ALABAMA   TOMBIGBEE RIVER  CLUB
MAR 19th  MAGNOLIA    GRENADA LAKE/LUCAS OIL BIG MAMA OPEN
MAR 25th-26th CRAPPIE MASTERS  GRENADA LAKE  Championship MS ST
MAR 26th  EAST TENNESSE   CHEROKEE LAKE   CLUB
APR 2nd  CAT TEXAS    LAKE FORK    CRAPPIE FEST
APR 9th  NORHTEAST    OHIO WEST BRANCH  OPEN
APR 9th  EAST TENNESSE   WATTS BAR LAKE   CLUB
APR 9th  CRAPPIE MASTERS  LAKE FORK   ONE POLE ULTIMATE
APR 9th  CRAPPIENUTZ   BLACKSHEAR   CLUB
APR 16th  CRAPPIE MASTERS  LAKE OF THE OZARKS Championship MO ST
APR 16th  NORTHEAST    OHIO MOSQUITO LAKE  CLUB
APR 16th  MAGNOLIA    BARNETT & ACADEMY SPORTS BIG MAMA OPEN
APR 23rd  BAYOU STATE   DARBONNE    CHAMPIONSHIP
APR 23rd  CRAPPIENUTZ   ALABAMA RIVER   CLUB
APR 23rd  CRAPPIE MASTERS  LAKE EUFAULA  NATIONAL QUALIFIER
APR 26th  WEST ALABAMA   TOMBIGBEE RIVER  CLASSIC
APR 29th-30th CRAPPIE MASTERS  TENNESSEE TOMBIGBEE ONE POLE ULTIMATE
APR 30th  NORTHEAST OHIO   PRESQUE CLASSIC  OPEN
APR 30th  EAST TENNESSE   FT. LOUDON    CLASSIC

(More events will be added throughout the year so check each Club often for new dates 
and places)

2016 Crappie Calendar



(Note that club news, results and schedules are taken from websites around the 10th of each month. Only those 
who provide information through their website or by email will have updated information and results included.)
Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.

Clubs/Regional Tournaments
MAGNOLIA CRAPPIE CLUB  - MS 
www.magnoliacrappieclub.com  

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS (CAT)-  TX
www.crappieanglersoftexas.com

WEST TENNESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB-WTCC  -TN
www.westtennesseecrappieclub.com;  also facebook

INDIANA SLAB MASTERS- IN
www.indianaslabmasters.com

MIDDLE TENNESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB  -TN 
middletennesseecrappieclub@gmail.com

SHOALS AREA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION  -AL
www.shoalscrappie.com        shoalscrappie@yahoo.com

WEST ALABAMA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION  -AL
www.westalabamacrappie.com  Tracy Humber 662-574-0649

SLAB MASTERS TOURNAMENT TRAIL  -GA
www.slabmasterstournamenttrail.net 

EASTERN MISSOURI CRAPPIE CLUB- MO
www.easternmocrappie.com

EASTERN BUCKEYE CRAPPIE CLUB  -OH
Easternbuckeyecrappieclub@yahoo.com
www.easternbuckeyecrappieclub.com

WILLIAM’S CREEK CRAPPIE CLUB- TX
www.williamscreekcrappieclub.com

WAPPAPELLO CRAPPIECLUB- MO
Facebook:  Wappapello CrappieClub 

GRAND LAKE CRAPPIE SERIES- OH
www.grandlakecrappieseries.comule.com
 
COOSA RIVER CRAPPIE CLUB
Paul Whorton 205-821-8373 
Roger Absher 205-283-7638
(see facebook)

CRAPPIE CLUBS
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CRAPPIE BUCKS- TX
www.crappiebucks.com   

CRAPPIE SLAYERS TOURNAMENT SERIES- MO
See the www.crappie.com  MO-tournaments

CAPITAL CRAPPIE CLUB- MO  
Mike 573-230-3058, Ben 573-694-3588
Marshall Albertson 573-690-2370

ARIZONIA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION  -AZ 
www.azcrappie.com   (forum)

BUCKEYE CRAPPIE CHALLENGE  -OH 
www.buckeyecrappiechallenge.com

NORTHEAST OHIO CRAPPIE CLUB  -OH
www.northeastohiocrappieclub.com

SPRINGFIELD CRAPPIE CLUB- IL
www.springfieldcrappieclub.com

CRAPPIENUTZ- MS
www.crappieguys.com

CAROLINA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION
www.carolinacrappieassociation.com  704-792-5022  raeudy@ctc.net

NATIONAL EVENTS
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Don’t forget to send in your recent photo by the 15th.

Crappie NOW e-magazine accepts color digital images for publication. A single 
photo will be selected after the 10th of each month for the next month’s edition. The 

winner will be contacted via email with prize information.

Check out www.crappienow.com for more details.

1st Place This Month!
William Watson

Weight was 3 lbs,  Bear Creek Lake,  Lancaster, SC 




